Teach Me to Twist’: Black Music in White Dominated Spaces, 1960-1964

By the early 1960s, popular music was widely considered to have “desegregated,” both in terms of artists and audiences. The Billboard Hot 100 charts routinely featured a mix of white and black recording artists, and the incredible popularity of Motown and British Invasion artists among young black and white fans alike only reinforced popular music’s interracial appeal during this period. At the same time, civil rights organizations were staging direct action protests using mainly young people to forcefully desegregate white public spaces. These protests were widely covered by the media, and acted as visual cues to help teenagers envision the realities of integrated public spaces. Production and consumption of black music in white spaces could therefore provide parallels to these protests, and allow teens who did not participate in political activism to take part in an integrating adolescent culture. But even if popular music helped to normalize temporarily integrated spaces, it did not necessarily lead to any deeper understanding of the structural injustices the movement was trying to combat. White teens could be led to believe that integration had already occurred in many ways, while black teens’ concerns about how they would be treated in these spaces were often overlooked.
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